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Who Am I? And Why Did I Join Civil?
WHO ARE WE?
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Backed By ConsenSys
❖ Largest Ethereum venture studio, accelerator in the world
❖ Founded by a co-founder of Ethereum
❖ ~700 employees worldwide
❖ $5M provided in 2017
❖ $1M US allocated for First Fleet newsrooms

CONSENSYS.NET



The future of quality journalism is 
in jeopardy. We can do better.



JOINCIVIL.COM



Civil believes in building a decentralized marketplace for sustainable journalism 
on blockchain technology. This approach takes advertisers and third-parties out 
of the equation, thereby enabling journalists and readers to connect directly. 

STATUS QUO:

1. Traditional journalism funding models are broken.
2. Public trust in media is at an all-time low.
3. Journalism has never been more essential as a pillar of democracy 

and a thriving society.

THE FOURTH ESTATE

Journalism in the 21st century



❖ Launched by The Civil Media Company, Civil is a decentralized marketplace 
for journalism. The platform limits the need for third-party intermediaries 
such as advertisers or centralized publishers. 

❖ Civil aims to support independently run newsrooms focused on producing 
high-quality local, international, investigative and policy journalism. 

❖ Civil aims to create a vast ecosystem of journalists, citizens and 
developers building products and services dedicated to powering 
sustainable journalism throughout the world.

INTRODUCTION

First Global Media Platform Designed For Journalism; 
Owned/Operated By Newsmakers & Citizens Alone



We’re planning our launch for 
Spring 2018. But we’ve been busy 
in the meantime.



>>> Civil will accomplish this through an open publishing platform predicated on 
journalistic ethics and values, where the community of newsmakers and citizens 
literally co-own, self-govern and co-enforce these shared standards through a 
blockchain-powered cryptoeconomic system using a dedicated token, CVL.

WHAT’S POSSIBLE:

1. Sustainable journalism built on citizen trust, direct membership models
2. Credibility indicators to differentiate signal from noise for citizen
3. Editorial independence provably devoid of third-party interests
4. Censorship resistance beyond the reach of the powerful or rich

A DIRECT-TO-CITIZEN MODEL

Pioneering A New Approach



Civil-Native* Newsrooms (To Date...)

*Civil’s First Fleet Fund of $1M in grants and CVL tokens
Focus on local, policy, investigative and international

JOINCIVIL.COM



❖ The Civil Media Company is divesting its authority over the Civil platform through a 
founding document known as the Civil Constitution, written in collaboration with 
dozens of journalism academics, free press attorneys, and practicing journalists.    

❖ Newsmakers must pledge the Constitution to publish on Civil, and CVL token 
holders may challenge Newsrooms for violations, leading the community to vote for 
either the Newsroom or the challenger. All of this is done with CVL tokens at stake, 
so frivolous and malicious activity is expensive while serious and healthy activity is 
reward.

❖ To protect against severe attacks or ‘tyranny of the majority’, The Civil Media 
Company is instantiating a non-profit foundation known as the Civil Journalism 
Council fielded by similar experts mentioned above to adjudicate and reverse 
‘unconstitutional’ outcomes (think: Ombudsman meets Supreme Court).

DECENTRALIZATION

The Civil Constitution



Business models for journalism are 
(largely) broken. We think 
blockchain can help.



GUARDIAN US



What Is Blockchain?
Yes, it’s the technology behind Bitcoin but it’s also so much more.

It’s a transparent ledger that cannot be retroactively altered. Thus:

❖ Its openness engenders trust.
❖ The blockchain framework facilitates peer-to-peer transactions.
❖ Its 1:1 nature eradicates the need for “middle-people.”
❖ Transactions occur simultaneously across a massive, distributed 

global network.
❖ Civil is built on the ERC20 Ethereum protocol.

JOINCIVIL.COM



Ethereum / ConsenSys
In terms of functionality:
If Bitcoin is like gold, then Ethereum is like oil.

Ethereum is a blockchain that underpins ether, the 
second-largest cryptocurrency ...

… but it’s about much more than that: 
Ethereum enables smart contracts.

CONSENSYS.NET



CVL tokens play an integral role in curating and cultivating higher quality news, without 
the need for a centralized editor or intermediary.

BUT, BUT, BUT...

What Does Crypto Unlock?

Newsroom Registry Newsroom Business Center Content Management System

All CVL token holders will have 
access to the premier 
token-curated registry, a screened 
whitelist of Newsrooms that are 
approved to publish content on 
Civil’s platform. Community 
members may also mount 
challenges to new or existing 
applicants via these tokens. 

Upon earning access, all 
Newsmakers are directed to 
this. Here, they may manage 
permissions for their workforce, 
public account information & 
visual brand identity, all 
financial information, define & 
price editorial products and 
review performance analytics. 

Approved newsrooms and their 
members will reap the benefits 
of a minimalist drafting 
experience. Newsmakers will be 
able to easily upload & modify 
content in a collaborative way, 
and may choose to permanently 
publish their piece directly to 
the blockchain.



Building Trust
❖ Readers (“Citizens”) can determine their level 

of involvement - from visitor to patron or 
supporter (all currencies supported).
➢ e.g. credibility indicators (mock at right) 

signal trust based on various inputs
❖ Enables direct reader-to-newsroom 

relationship.
❖ Anyone can launch a newsroom by submitting 

their mission statement, roster of newsmakers 
and credentials, pledging to abide by Civil's 
ethics and standards, and staking CVL tokens 
to demonstrate serious intent.
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What can people expect to see? 
How can citizens get involved?



Civil: Coming Soon (Spring 2018)
JOINCIVIL.COM



HOW IT WORKS

1. Citizens read, share and compensate 
newsmakers using credit cards or crypto

2. CVL token holders propose, challenge and 
vote on procedural and constitutional 
changes, earning rewards for participation

3. Newsmakers and developers stake CVL 
tokens and pledge to operate ethically for 
right to publish and access citizen 
marketplace

4. The Civil Media Company takes no cut in 
revenue between citizens and newsmakers.

DECENTRALIZATION

Citizens Don’t Need To Use Crypto



We envision all quality journalism, accurate information and civil discourse occurring on the Civil 
protocol, supported by a vast ecosystem of third-party products, apps and services taking advantage 
of our open-source libraries and APIs.

The Civil Media Company will pursue sustainability through directly monetizing products, apps and 
services that ‘surround’ the core relationship between newsmakers and citizens, as well as through 
indirectly monetizing investments made in third-party efforts to do the same.

We are conducting our token sale and launching the platform Q2 2018, and we’re seeking 
Strategic Partners to purchase significant token amounts in order to fuel the ecosystem’s growth as 
well as ensure our governance tokens get into the hands of mission-aligned organizations and 
individuals.

BUT, BUT, BUT...

The Vision & The Opportunity



We need your help.
Let’s talk.

hello@joincivil.com
daniel@joincivil.com

Slack
Twitter (@join_civil)
Telegram

Coffee & pastries on us:

Tuesday, March 20 at 8a

60 min Q&A

CHIPPS
Jaegerstraße 35
Berlin-Mitte

JOINCIVIL.COM
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEA9n802f1I

